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Quantitative Easing -> Quantitative Tightening
4th Quarter 2018

Global Backdrop

•

The global economy remains healthy – no economic signs of a global slowdown

•

Monetary policy tightening in the US but Fiscal stimulus in play

•

Corporate earnings remain robust

But risks have definitely intensified including:
•

Longest economic expansion in US history and yield curves have started to flatten

•

A recession usually has a catalyst – will trade wars be the self-fulfilling catalyst?

•

Recently some early signs of tighter labour market in US leading to wage pressure = inflation

•

Oil prices less supportive
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In addition, the global backdrop has turned less supportive for EM:
•

Global inflation ticking higher

•

Closer to DM monetary tightening

•

Trade Wars impacting EMs largest economy
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Push-Pull Factors Important for SA positioning at the moment:

Pull Factors:
•

Stronger Global Commodity Prices – good for our resources

•

Avoided credit downgrade from Moody’s for now

•

Worst 9 months for EM since 2010 – EM sell-ff overdone?
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Push Factors:
•

SA still an emerging market and the tide is against EM as DM policy tightens

•

US-China Trade Wars not good for SA

•

The global expansion is 109 months long (longest in history) – are we too late to the party?

•

Ramaphoria fizzling – land expropriation, wage negotiations, soft Zuma stance
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MACRO VIEWS

The economy continues to fire on all cylinders in the third quarter, after growth hit a near four-year high in Q2. Industrial
production and ISM survey data for July and August show the manufacturing sector kept running at full capacity, with large
order books poised to maintain strong activity in coming months. Job creation also remained robust in the same two
months, while wage growth accelerated and consumer confidence hit an 18-year high in August, boding well for private
consumption despite softening August retail sales. Although headwinds are rapidly mounting with the recent
announcement of tariffs on USD 200 billion of Chinese goods, growth in Q3 might benefit from front-loading effects in
September and from a replenishment of inventories depleted in Q2.

The strong long-term
trend persists

Comprehensive data showed slower, but stable, growth in the Eurozone throughout the first half of the year, with secondquarter growth confirmed at a seasonally-adjusted 0.4% quarter-on-quarter. Internally, dynamics were uneven; higher
inflation and weaker economic sentiment weighed on household spending, while easy credit conditions supported an upturn
in fixed investment. As feared, external-sector dynamics dragged on growth as exports continued to underwhelm amid this
year’s slump of global trade. Analysts expect a similar outturn for the third quarter, although available data has been
noticeably weaker in recent months. In line with falling consumer sentiment, retail sales continued moderating through July.
Meanwhile, lower composite PMI readings and waning industrial metrics point to slack in the economy that could be
exacerbated by the pullback in global demand and uncertainty over the Eurozone’s trade relationship with the United States.
In late September, the prospect of a chaotic, no-deal Brexit grew following an informal summit in Austria, in which a number
of the UK’s proposals were dismissed by the bloc’s leaders as unworkable.

Europe losing
steam?

A more complete GDP estimate showed that the economy rebounded in Q2 at a stronger pace than previously reported on
the back of surging investment, especially in the non-residential sector. Strong corporate earnings and still positive
business sentiment are propelling investment growth. However, despite accelerating in Q2, private consumption remains
weak as a tight labor market has not yet translated into a boost to workers’ paychecks. Exports, meanwhile, continued to
post positive figures in August, mostly due to solid shipments to China. That said, the contribution to overall growth will
likely diminish in Q3 as rising oil prices pile pressure on the trade balance, which swung to a deficit in July and August. In
the political arena, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was reelected leader of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) by a
landslide on 20 September. Now on course to become Japan’s longest-serving leader, his victory may embolden him to
revise the country’s pacifist constitution.

Stimulus having a
positive effect

The Chinese economy held up well in August despite escalating trade tensions with the United States and a cooling domestic
economy. Both retail sales and industrial production figures improved in August, while property sector activities—although
cooling slightly—remained strong. On the flip side, infrastructure investment continued to drag on overall fixed-asset
investment, suggesting that recent policy easing and increased infrastructure funding will take some time before they start
to kick in. Meanwhile, ongoing trade disputes with the United States worsened on 17 September following U.S. President
Donald Trump’s decision to impose a 10% tariff on USD 200 billion of Chinese imports, effective 24 September, which will be
increased to 25% on 1 January 2019. Moreover, Trump warned that his administration will impose tariffs on USD 267 billion
of additional imports if China takes retaliatory action. Against this backdrop, China will likely reject new trade talks
scheduled this week by the U.S. administration. In addition, while China will ultimately run out of U.S. imports to target, the
Chinese authorities are also expected to retaliate with other measures on top of the tariffs.

Trade wars?

Markets tumbled in early September on news that the economy fell into recession in the first half of the year. Output
contracted in annualized terms for a second consecutive quarter in Q2, stifled by droughts in the agricultural sector. That
said, the malaise was broad-based and the economy ex-agriculture only narrowly avoided a contraction in Q2, highlighting
the industrial sector’s shortcomings. As it stands, the optimism associated with “Ramaphoria” has been doused and the
economy continues to face numerous hurdles—most pressingly at home. Consumer spending still appears to be taking a
beating from stagnant employment gains and higher inflation. Meanwhile, fixed investment has been roiled by a
precipitous loss of confidence amid the ongoing land-reform debate and fears of further contagion from the emergingmarket (EM) selloff.

Early signs of a turnaround?

MARKET RISKS

Market Risks
UK Euro Exit
Geo-political risks
US-China Trade Wars
FED Hawkish Shift
Global Inflation Concerns
Quantitative Tightening
China's over-leveraged consumer
Exodus from Emerging Markets
South African Elections
Expropriation of land without compensation
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ASSET ALLOCATION

OFFSHORE MARKETS
Global Asset
Allocation

Expected
Return
(local)

Q4
2018

Offshore Equity

5%

N

U.S. Earnings momentum remains strong & EUR weakness a catalyst for Euro companies.
Quantitative tightening a headwind for EM. Risks include that we are in the late stages of
an economic cycle and U.S. valuations less favorable.

Offshore Property

5%

N

Increased probability of rising DM bond yields likely to be a headwind for DM property.
This against, higher growth which should provide some support to property stocks as
well as real estate being a real asset against inflation.

Offshore Fixed Income

-1% - 4%

N

Bonds in general face major headwinds. In DM, quantitative tightening is a major force,
whilst in EM outflows is a risk. The caveat for bonds is that yields are starting to look
relatively more attractive relative to inflation.

Offshore Cash

1.8%

N

Q3
2018

Comments

N

Short maturity bonds starting to look relatively more attractive.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight

LOCAL MARKETS
SA Asset Classes

Expected
Return (ZAR)

Q4
2018

Q3
2018

Comments

9%

The SA Inc. theme needs to be measured against selective Rand Hedge opportunities.
The tide seems to have shifted in favour of rand hedges as Ramaphoria has fizzled out
and EM headwinds increase.

SA Fixed Income

12%

>400bps real yield can't be ignored if the carry trade remains relevant for SA Bonds.
Removal of Moody's provides a further underpin. Rate cuts however seems to be off
the table for now.

SA Cash

6.5%

SA Listed Property

11%

N

Preference Shares

10%

N

$/R (+ for ZAR
strength)

R12.00 R15.00

SA Equity

N

Bonds preferred over cash on a risk-adjusted basis.

N

SA Property looking the cheapest it has since 1999. Weak SA economy not supportive along
with structural changes but this needs to be weighed up against attractive asset prices.
Attractive yield plus capital appreciation (grandfathering) provides potential upside.
Recent performance has however diminished some of this yield.

N

The domestic turnaround vs. the macro EM outflow trend remains the key battle for
the ZAR.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight

SECTORAL POSITIONING
Sectoral Positioning

Expected
Return (ZAR)

Resources

9%

Financials

10%

Industrials

6%

Q4
2018

Q3
2018

Comments

Synchronised global growth supportive of resource prices (and resource companies). Trade
wars and a sharp rise in USD a threat.

N

Valuations have become attractive again as a result of a sharp sell-off YTD. The SA
economic environment has however turned less favourable.

Stock picking important within the industrial sector.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight
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